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NAVIPEDIA is an ESA’s initiative (EGEP) aiming at becoming the reference for GNSS general knowledge on the Internet.
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NAVIPEDIA: Why?

- Proliferation of GNSS: The current GNSS international scenario is very dynamic, including the modernization of the legacy GPS and GLONASS as well as the emergence of new satellite navigation systems including Galileo in Europe and COMPASS in China, but also Satellite Based Augmentation and Regional satellite systems.

- Satellite navigation is progressing at such a rapid pace that it is difficult to keep track of the latest evolutions, satellite launches, technologies or even systems and signals. Furthermore, books on GNSS are rapidly outdated and incorrect information can be found scattered over the internet.

- NAVIPEDIA is launched by ESA aiming at having a single entry point GNSS educational portal (or wiki) to support the transfer of GNSS know-how to the public, providing a common, complete and trustable compilation of reference updated knowledge in GNSS.
**NAVIPEDIA: Mission (1/2)**

- **Foster the transfer of knowledge:** the main mission of NAVIPEDIA is to foster the transfer of knowledge in the field of GNSS. NAVIPEDIA enables users to access updated information of the existing GNSS systems, applications, receivers and fundamentals.

- **Reliable GNSS knowledge generated by best GNSS experts worldwide:** NAVIPEDIA adopts the concept of wiki products - anyone can comment, propose modification to an existing article, suggest a new topic or submit a draft article. However, **NAVIPEDIA differs from other wikies: there is a robust content management that ensures the quality, reliability and consistency of the stored GNSS information.**
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NAVIPEDIA: Mission (2/2)

- NAVIPEDIA is conceived as a collaborative GNSS encyclopaedia with the objective to foster the transfer of knowledge in the field of GNSS.

- NAVIPEDIA is then built on a web-based software platform hosted in a repository server and it is freely accessible to the public.

- The design of the platform considered usability aspects such as learnability, efficiency as well as completeness and correctness of the contents.
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NAVIPEDIA content development priorities remain, being focused on:

- **Who**: GNSS
- **Where**: Globally
- **What**: GNSS Systems, GNSS Fundamentals, GNSS Applications, GNSS Receivers
- **GNSS Community**: General users, University, GNSS expert users, GNSS Industry, and GNSS Application developers

NAVIPEDIA is then organized in the following categories:

- Global Navigation Satellite Systems
- Satellite Based Augmentation Systems
- Regional Navigation Satellite Systems
- GNSS fundamentals
- GNSS receivers
- GNSS applications

### Browse Articles by Category

#### Global Navigation Satellite Systems
- GALILEO
- GPS
- GLONASS
- COMPASS

#### Satellite Based Augmentation Systems
- EGNOS
- WAAS
- MSAS
- Other SBAS

#### Regional Navigation Satellite Systems
- IRNSS
- QZSS
- Other Regional Systems

#### Fundamentals, Receivers and Applications
- GNSS Fundamentals
- GNSS Receivers
- GNSS Applications

### News
- Galileo Programme Press Briefing at ILA Berlin Air and Space Show 2012
- Countdown: a month to go to Galileo’s next launch
- Fourth Galileo satellite reaches French Guiana launch site
- 50 years of space for Norway
- Next Galileo satellite reaches French Guiana launch site
- Mission accomplished, GIOVE-B heads into deserved retirement
- Space signal demonstrates Galileo interoperability with GPS
- ESA extends its navigation lab in readiness for Galileo testing

### Quick References
- Acronym List
- GALILEO Brochure (ESA)
- Current and Planned Global and Regional Navigation Systems (UNOOSA-ICG)
NAVIPEDIA: Users

- NAVIPEDIA potential users include: GNSS-related institutions; GNSS involved professionals; GNSS actual and potential users; GNSS actual and potential service providers; academic environment (i.e. Educators and students; mainly from Universities); and the general public interested on GNSS. This group of potential users has very different needs.

- In order to cover these different needs, all articles in NAVIPEDIA have been categorized in three different levels:
  - **Basic** – aiming at the general public without technical knowledge of GNSS
  - **Medium** – aiming at students, scholars and professionals seeking detailed technical information
  - **Advanced** – aiming at scholars and GNSS professionals seeking very detailed technical knowledge on specific aspects of GNSS technology
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MBOC modulation definition and analysis

Nearly twenty months after the EU and the US signed the Agreement on the Promotion, Provision and use of Galileo and GPS Satellite-Based Navigation Systems and Related Applications an optimized signal waveform named MBOC (Multiplexed Binary Offset Carrier modulation) was proposed by a common group of experts of the EU and US for GPS L1C and Galileo E1 OS [G.W. Hein et al., 2006a][1], [G.W. Hein et al., 2006b][2] and [J.-A. Avila-Rodriguez et al., 2006d][3].

Except for the fact that the CBCS definition requires Interplex to multiplex all the signals, the MBOC modulation can be seen a particular case of the CBCS solution where the BCS sequence adopts the known sine-phased BOC-like form. In this sense, MBOC(6,1,1/11) could also be expressed as CBCS([1,-1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1,1]) if the requirement on the Interplex Multiplexing were abandoned. The main objective of the common GPS and Galileo signal design activity was that the PSD of the proposed solution would be identical for GPS L1C and Galileo E1 OS when the pilot and data components are computed together. This assures a high interoperability between both signals. This normalized (unit power) power spectral density, specified...
NAVIPEDIA: Summary

- NAVIPEDIA is a common entry point for GNSS know-how that enables users to access updated information on the existing GNSS Systems, applications, receivers and fundamentals. NAVIPEDIA aims at becoming a reference for GNSS general knowledge on the Internet.

- NAVIPEDIA adopts the concept of Media-wiki products - anyone can comment, propose modification to an existing article, suggest a new topic or submit a draft article. However, there is an important difference that distinguishes NAVIPEDIA from other wikies: **a robust content management and control process ensures the required quality, reliability and consistency of stored GNSS information.**

- NAVIPEDIA follows a collaborative philosophy. Any contribution/partnership is very welcome. This may be done through the official NAVIPEDIA site where anyone can register as user: [www.navipedia.org](http://www.navipedia.org)
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